Terms of Use Agreement for SVN Image

BY USING AND LICENSING IMAGES AT OUR WEBSITE OR RECEIVING IMAGES, YOU AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

LIMITATION ON RIGHTS GRANTED: Unless otherwise specifically stated in writing, digital image files are the exclusive property of the Society for Vascular Nursing (SVN). No rights are granted until the invoice for the license is paid in full. Reproduction rights granted are strictly limited to the use, duration, and conditions specified by SVN and unless otherwise agreed upon in writing apply to the single printed Image or electronic Image within a single size or distribution, in one language only, for one year from the date of the invoice.

SVN Image specifications:

- SVN members may utilize the SVN owned Images free of charge for use at the SVN related activities such as the SVN Convention, SVN Chapter meetings, Journal of Vascular Nursing or for SVN supported events.
- Non-SVN members may purchase the right to use an image for one year for a fee of $75.00 per image
- SVN members may also choose to purchase images for one year at the non-member price for personal use.
- The Terms of Agreement must be updated each year the SVN image is utilized

SVN images may not be reproduced, copied, projected, scanned or used in any way without payment of the SVN invoice indicating the rights granted.

SVN watermarked Images are provided as previews only and no use is extended to the user other than to assess its qualities within its project before licensing and is not a permission for use.

UNAUTHORIZED USE: Any use other than the use specified on the invoice constitutes copyright infringement. Prompt payment in full is a condition of the rights granted. Recipient(s) failure to pay promptly or its use of the Image beyond the rights granted on the SVN invoice constitutes a basis for SVN to rescind the SVN Contract.

ASSIGNABILITY: Licensee may not post the Licensed Material online in a downloadable format on any website, ftp site or photo sharing site or enable it to be distributed via mobile telephone devices.

PAYMENT TERMS:

- SVN members may utilize SVN owned image free of charge for one year if the image is utilized for SVN related activities as outlined above.
- A fee of $75.00 per image per year will be charge to all non-SVN members.
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• SVN members may choose to purchase SVN owned images at the non-member price for personal use.
• Each year both SVN members and non-SVN members who wish to continue utilizing SVN-owned images must sign a new “Terms of Use” agreement and if applicable, pay the fee for use.

ENTIRE CONTRACT: You acknowledge that you have read this agreement and agree to be bound by the terms. This agreement represents the entire agreement between us and supersedes any prior agreement whether written or oral. Failure to comply with SVN Image Terms of Agreement will result in suspension of all further requests for Image use and/or suspension of SVN Membership privileges.

Name: __________________________

Date: ___________________________